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The physical and mechanical properties of shale are significant for completion engineering and fracturing design for shale oil and
gas production. To further study the water effect and the deformation characteristics of shale, some cylindrical specimens were
soaked at three periods (0, 20, and 60 days), the in situ uniaxial compression tests were conducted, and the CT technique was
used at different hydration and loading stages. Based on the CT results, the image gray variance value in each hydration
specimen was extracted; the evolution results show that the water imbibition has a significant influence on the structure of
shale in the early soaking stage, and the influence degree is more evident in the external region. Moreover, the water influence
on the mechanical property of shale was analyzed by comparing the failure characteristics of specimens with and without
hydration; the CT results show that the hydration treatment affects the failure mode of shale. In addition, a new method based
on the CT image was proposed to calculate the lateral strain; the evolution of the axial stress-strain curve reveals that the
expansion phenomena exist before failure, and the evolution process includes four stages. At last, the differences in the
deformation degree were discussed by analyzing the volumetric strain at different CT scanning layers; the results reflect the
expansion or compression degree along with the specimen height. Those conclusions can help us further understand the water
effect and the deformation characteristics of shale oil and gas reservoirs.

1. Introduction

In 2018, China’s dependency on foreign oil and natural gas
had reached 69.8% and 45.3%. Exploring and developing
complementary and replacement sources of conventional
energy have become top priorities. Shale oil and gas, as
unconventional energy, have attached attention and will play
an essential role in ensuring China’s oil and gas security and
economic growth [1–3]. So far, hydraulic fracturing is a
commonly used technique for recovery enhancement in
shale oil and gas development. Shale’s physical and mechan-

ical properties are of great significance for completion engi-
neering and fracturing design for shale oil and gas
production [4, 5].

Previous studies [6, 7] have shown that the fraction of
recovered flow backwater with an average of 10% or less
after fracturing operation, and water absorption in shale
often causes the swelling of rocks, leading to cracks and frac-
tures. In order to find out how the remaining fracturing fluid
affects the shale formation, some experimental studies about
the water effect on shale have been made. Ma and Chen [8]
investigated the mesodamage characteristics of shale
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hydration and analyzed the relationships between damage
variables and shale hydration under different stages based on
the CT technique. Roshan et al. [9] performed a set of experi-
ments on partially saturated shale samples and revealed that
both capillary forces and surface-osmotic hydration control
the water adsorption into partially saturated shale. Zhou
et al. [10] qualitatively analyzed the effects of capillarity and
osmosis diffusion on the imbibition process of shale. Liu
et al. [11] researched the shale damage caused by hydration
by immersion experiment and analyzed the mechanism of for-
mation and propagation of cracks. Chakraborty et al. [12] pre-
sented an experimental study of water imbibition in shale and
investigated the time-dependent permeability evolution.
Zhang and Sheng [7] investigated the influence of hydration
on permeability in shale, and generation fractures were
observed by CT technique. The previous studies have clarified
the effect of hydration on the internal structure of shale. How-
ever, how the remaining fracturing water affects the mechani-
cal properties of shale formation is still not solved and needs
further research.

In shale gas exploration, the remaining fracturing water
and the production of shale gas will make the shale matrix
shrink or swell, causing its strain. Thus, it is necessary to inves-
tigate the volumetric strain of shale induced by the combined
effects of adsorption fluid and stress compression, especially
the stress-volumetric strain curve, which is the sensitive indi-
cator in the study of basic mechanical properties of shale
[13, 14]. The earliest study that used the volumetric strain to
analyze the deformation characteristics of rock was carried
out by Brace et al. [15]. Later, many scholars have studied
the volumetric strain characteristics of different rocks. For
the sedimentary rocks, Jiang et al. [16], Hu et al. [17], and
Lu and Liu [18] investigated the sandstone under uniaxial
and triaxial compression tests. Gatelier et al. [19] researched
the sandstone under two types of cyclic triaxial tests. Palchik
and Hatzor [20] and Kelvis and Nordlund [21] analyzed the
dolomite and limestone. Pellet and Fabre [22], He et al. [23],
and Liang et al. [24] studied the argillaceous rocks, coal, and
salt rocks, respectively. For the igneous rocks, Takarli et al.
[25] and Liang et al. [26] analyzed the damage process of
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Figure 1: The location of sampling (a), the hand-operated electric drill and the diagram of a specimen (b).
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the industrial cone-beam X-ray system (modified after Ma [32]).
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granite. Pellet et al. [27] and Nicksiar and Martin [28] investi-
gated the characteristics of gabbro and diorite, respectively.
For the metamorphic rocks, Huang et al. [29] researched the
stress-volumetric strain curves of marble at different loading
strain rates. In all the experimental researches above, the
deformation characteristics of rocks were described well using
the volumetric strain. However, its value was calculated by
using the directly measured axial strain and the lateral strain
at a center portion of the tested specimen, which would cause
the loss of information of the lateral strain in other locations
and then the volumetric strain in the whole specimen.

To further study the water effect and the deformation
characteristics of shale, some cylindrical specimens were
soaked in water for a certain period of time, the in situ (load-
ing and scanning at the same time) uniaxial compression
tests were conducted, and the nondestructive CT technique
was used for scanning at different hydration and loading
stages. Based on the scanned CT results, the image gray var-
iance value in each hydration specimen at different soaking

periods was extracted, and the evolution characteristics were
quantitatively analyzed. The differences of the crack mor-
phology after uniaxial compression tests between shale spec-
imens with and without hydration process were also
analyzed. In addition, a new method based on the CT images
was proposed to calculate the lateral strain, and the evolu-
tion of axial stress-strain (including the axial strain, lateral
strain, and volumetric strain) curve was revealed. At last,
the differences of the expansion/compression degree along
with specimen height were discussed.

2. Tested Specimens and Equipment

All prepared specimens were cored from the same shale
block, which was taken from the outcrop shale formation
in Shizhu, Chongqing, China (Figure 1(a)). During the
indoor sample preparation, this shale block was fixed under
the drill bit of a hand-operated electric drill, and shale spec-
imens with horizontal bedding planes were prepared
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Figure 3: Scanning results of 3D volume before soaking and CT images after three hydration periods of S1.
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Figure 4: The axial force-displacement relationships and the reconstructed failure 3D volumes at the last scanning steps (the yellow areas
are cracks) of S3 (a) and S4 (b).
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(Figure 1(b)). In order to obtain the parallel surfaces of sam-
ples for testing, a cutting-grinding machine was used to
smooth the top and bottom of the drilling specimens. The
size of each prepared specimen is with a diameter of 4mm
and a height of 8mm (Figure 1(b)), and four specimens
named S1, S2, S3, and S4 were prepared.

The micro-CT equipment available at the Institute of
Geology and Geophysics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Bei-
jing, China, was used to scan the tested specimens’ internal
structures [30, 31]. Figure 2 shows the diagram of this device
(ZEISS Xradia 520 Versa X-ray microscopy), which is
mainly composed of an X-ray source (90 kV in voltage and
88.9μA in current), working platform, X-ray detector (plat
panel), mechanical scanning control system, and shielding

facility. At each scanning step, the key workflows to obtain
CT images include the following: (1) the X-ray source uses
the cone-beam (cone angle of 5.11°), a full vertical projection
can first be recorded on the detector after the X-ray had
passed through the specimen; (2) the working platform
was rotated with an angle of 0.2°, and the specimen was
scanned again; (3) the rotating and scanning operations
were repeated until the specimen completed a 360° rotating;
and (4) those vertical projections were reconstructed to a
three-dimensional (3D) volume, and then, the two-
dimensional CT images in different directions can be seg-
mented from 3D volume. In addition, for realizing the in situ
uniaxial compression tests, a special loading apparatus
(DEBEN Microtest CT5000) named the uniaxial
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Figure 5: Diagram of statistical regions (a) and evolution curves of gray variance value in S1 (b) and S2 (c).
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compression-tensile attachment was placed on the working
platform, and the specimen can be scanned during load-
ing. The maximum allowable pressure of this apparatus
is 5 kN, the compression range is from 15mm to 5mm,
and the adjustable displacement loading rate is 0.03-
3mm/min.

3. Experimental Process and Results

The prepared specimens, S1 and S2, were used for the hydra-
tion tests. Firstly, to obtain the internal structural character-
istics of shale before soaking, the two specimens were
scanned under the natural state using the high-resolution
micro-CT equipment. Then, to compare the internal variation
of shale after different water imbibition periods, some soaking
tests and corresponding CT scanning tests were conducted.
Each experimental specimen was first soaked into clean water
at natural temperature (~20°C) and atmospheric pressure to
begin the hydration. Then, the specimen was scanned after
soaking for twenty days. After that, the specimen was put back
into the water to continue the hydration for forty days, and
then, the CT scanning operation was repeated after the hydra-
tion. Thus, the duration of a whole hydration experiment is

sixty days and the three periods of CT scanning are 0, 20, and
60 days. The hydration process and results of one of the speci-
mens are shown in Figure 3. The 3D volume is the recon-
structed result of the specimen before soaking. The horizontal
CT images are the scanning results from the same elevation of
S1 after three hydration periods.

The uniaxial compression tests at the minimal constant
displacement rate of 0.03mm/min were conducted in the
prepared specimens, S3 and S4 without hydration and the
tested S1 with hydration. Meanwhile, some in situ CT scans
were completed at some force levels during loading, which
means that the loading was stopped at some given stress
values, and the CT scanning was performed. Figure 4 shows
the loading curves (the axial force-displacement relation-
ships) and the CT scanning steps (the yellow points, each
one indicates the scanning step i) of S3 and S4. The CT scans
of S3 were mainly distributed near the characteristic stress
points (the yellow points in Figure 4(a)), and the CT scans
of S4 mainly appeared around the peak strength (the yellow
points in Figure 4(b)). At each scanning step, a 3D volume of
the loading specimen can be reconstructed, and then, some
horizontal CT images (named as ith layer from bottom to
top successively) can be obtained [33, 34].
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4. Analysis of Hydration and
Deformation Characteristics

4.1. Hydration Characteristics. In theory, a CT image is a dig-
ital image matrix, and the value of each pixel is presented by
using the pixel gray level. The CT gray variance value of the
collection points means the distance to the average value,
which can reflect the density distribution characteristic of
the internal structure of the scanned specimen from a CT
image, and it can be used to quantitatively describe the differ-
ence of internal structures [35, 36]. Thereafter, based on the
CT images scanned at three soaking periods, the CT gray var-
iance values in S1 and S2 were extracted using the Mimics
Research software. For the results of each scanning, some hor-
izontal CT images from the center layers (ith = 325th to 675th)
were chosen for statistics, and for each image, there are three
statistical regions A, B, and C (Ra, Rb, and Rc) were selected,
as shown in Figure 5(a), the three regions are three concentric
circles, and the diameters of them are equal to the specimen
diameter (D, where D = 4mm), two-thirds diameter (2/3 D),
and one-third diameter (1/3 D).

The CT gray variance value of each statistical region at
different layers can be obtained, and then, the average value
can be calculated. The results of S1 and S2 are shown in
Figures 5(b) and 5(c), respectively. The evolution curves

reveal that the gray variance values of S1 and S2 show an
increasing trend in the process of soaking. The growth trend
is almost the same at different statistical regions (Ra, Rb, and
Rc) of each specimen, and the values in Ra (the red points
and curves) are the largest in both specimens. Those indicate
that the water soaking can change the structural characteristics
of shale, and the influence degree is more evident in the outer
region than the internal region. Moreover, it was found that in
the early stage of soaking (0-20d), the image gray variance
values in the three statistical regions of S1 and S2 both
increased rapidly, which indicates that water has a significant
influence on the internal structure of shale in the early stage
of soaking. In the later stage of soaking (20-60d), each statisti-
cal region’s image gray variance curves in S1 gradually slowed
down. In contrast, the three curves in S2 still showed a rapid
rise, indicating that the water influence on S1 tended to be sta-
ble, and the effect on S2 continued.

4.2. Hydration Effect. As mentioned above, water soaking
with different periods influences the evolution of the internal
structure of shale. To further study the effect of water soak-
ing on the mechanical property of shale, the S1 with 60d
water imbibition was also subjected to a uniaxial compres-
sion test, and the failure specimen was observed using the
micro-CT equipment. Then, the influence of hydration on
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shale fracturing characteristics was analyzed by comparing
the internal crack distribution of specimens with hydration
and without hydration. Figure 6(a) shows the diagram of
CT slice position for a 3D reconstructed CT volume, there
are three horizontal CT slices (ith = 350th, 500th, and 650th)
and three vertical CT slices (y = 1mm, 2mm, and 3mm)
of each specimen is selected. Figures 6(b) and 6(c) give the
scanning results of failure S1 with 60d water imbibition
and S4 without water imbibition.

It was found that the failure regions were distributed
mainly in the external position of S1 from Figure 6(b)
according to the basic principle of X-ray CT [31, 37]. The
CT results show that the failure of the specimen is primarily
the whole piece spalling in the outer region after the uniaxial
compression test. Those phenomena indicate that the hydra-
tion degree in the peripheral area was high. It was consistent
with the characterization results of gray variance (Figure 5),
and it resulted in the crack morphology that the external
spalling damage regions were dominant. In addition, the
failure characteristics of S1 with hydration were compared

with that of S4 without hydration. It was found that the
outer area of S1 was severely damaged, and the damaged part
presented as some whole irregular blocks (Figure 6(b)), and
some vertical splitting cracks occurred in the internal position
of S4 (Figure 6(c)) after the uniaxial compression test
destroyed them. Those differences in the crack morphology
indicate that the hydration treatment affects the failure mode
of the specimen, especially the outer regions of shale.

4.3. Deformation Characteristics. As mentioned above, the
deformation characteristics of rocks can be described quan-
titatively using the volumetric strain. In theory, the changing
of the specimen volumes (the volumetric strain) can be
directly calculated after obtaining the 3D reconstructed ste-
reograms at some force levels during the loading process.
However, to eliminate the influence of the end-effect, some
CT images from the center layers (ith = 325th to 675th) of
specimens at each scanning step were chosen to analyze
the deformation characteristics. The specific method and
results are as follows.
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4.3.1. Calculating Method. According to the definition of
elastic mechanics [31, 38], when compression is positive,
the volumetric strain is defined as

εv =
− V −V0ð Þ

V0
= −ΔV

V0
: ð1Þ

For a cylindrical specimen, the formula is expressed as

εv =
−ΔV
V0

= εy + 2εx, ð2Þ

where V0 and V are the specimen volumes before and after
the deformation of rocks, εv, εx, and εy are the volumetric
strain, lateral strain, and axial strain of a cylindrical speci-
men, respectively.

In the in situ uniaxial compression tests, the axial strain
was calculated from the changing of the measuring displace-
ment during loading. The lateral strain was not measured
during testing, but it was calculated using a new method
based on CT image, which is expressed as

εx = −
Pi − P0ð Þ
P0

, ð3Þ

where P0 is the perimeter of rock specimen before loading
and Pi is the perimeter after loading to the scanning step i.

For each scanning specimen, a scanning layer corre-
sponds to a value of perimeter. The specimen perimeters in
CT images at different layers and scanning steps can be mea-
sured using the Image-Pro-Plus (IPP) software. Thus, the
statistical perimeters from the same layer at different scan-
ning steps can be plugged into Equation (3) successively,
the lateral strain at different layers can be calculated; then,

the lateral results and the calculated axial strain can be
plugged into Equation (2), the volumetric strain along with
the specimen height can be obtained.

4.3.2. Calculation Results. An average value of the volumetric
strain from different scanning layers can be calculated con-
sidering the statistical height. Figure 7 shows the stress-
strain curves (including the axial strain, lateral strain, and
volumetric strain) before peak strength of the two specimens
under in situ uniaxial compression conditions. For S3
(Figure 7(a)), although the axial strain curve changes almost
in linear, the volumetric strain curve begins to deviate from
linearity almost from scanning step 2, which means that the
microcracks inside the rock are further developed, or the
pore spaces are further deformed. From scanning step 3 to
step 4, the deviation degree of the volumetric curve is even
worse, and the back-bending phenomenon can be observed,
which indicates the beginning of the crack instability expan-
sion, and this corresponds to the phenomenon that there are
existing cracks at step 3 from CT images [39]. For S4
(Figure 7(b)), although there are no obvious cracks existed
in CT images before peak strength, the stress-volumetric
strain curve has slightly deviated from linearity, which indi-
cates the formation and the development of the internal
microcracks. The evolution law of those stress-strain curves
in this study corresponds to the result of Eberhardt et al.
[40], which divided the evolution process into four stages
(the crack closure, linear elastic deformation, stable propaga-
tion, and unstable propagation stages) according to the char-
acteristics of stress-strain curves (Figure 7(c)). Here, the
evolution stages in both in situ testing shale specimens are
not specifically divided, but the expansion phenomena
before compressive strength are indeed observed, and the
overall trends are both consistent with the previous research.
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5. Discussion

The average volumetric strain can reflect the evolution char-
acteristics of deformation in the whole specimen, but it can-
not reflect the deformation differences along with the
specimen height. Figure 8 shows the volumetric strain distri-
butions along with the specimen height at different scanning
steps of S4. In the first six scanning steps, it is obvious that
the values of the volumetric strain in the whole height direc-
tion all increase with the scanning steps, which indicates that
the S4 was almost compressed. At the seventh scanning step,
values of the volumetric strain at the top and bottom parts
have a rebound, and the degree of enlargement in the middle
part has decreased, which means the formation and develop-
ment of damage from both ends. Additionally, it was found
that the stain curve at each step looks like an upright sine
curve, which indicates the different degrees of compression
along with the specimen height and may be caused by the
existence of the horizontal bedding planes of shale. Due to
the differences in physical properties, the bedding plane’s
position is more easily deformed than the matrix’s position,
leading to an upright sine curve of volumetric strain and
indicating the compression differences along with the speci-
men height.

From the volumetric strain results at different scanning
layers and steps, the differences of the expansion or com-
pression degrees along with the specimen height were
observed, and the development of the internal damage along
with the specimen height was reflected correspondingly.
Those deformation differences cannot be obtained from
the conventional rock mechanics tests, because the lateral
strain was measured only in the middle position using the
resistance strain gauge or the ring strain gauge (Figure 9
(a)). Thus, to obtain the strain characteristics along with
the specimen height in laboratory tests, an improved mea-
suring method of strain was advised. Another two groups
of strain gauges can be used in positions at one-quarter
height and three-quarters height of the specimen (Figure 9
(b)), considering the size of the strain gauge and the stan-
dard rock specimen. If the size of the rock specimen allowed
more strain gauges to be installed, the numbers of the lateral
strain gauges could be added accordingly. For the conven-
tional tests, this advised method can resolve the measuring
of the strain differences along with the specimen height eas-
ily by adding the standard strain equipment and does not
cost much.

6. Conclusions

To further obtain the water effect and the deformation char-
acteristics of shale, the cylindrical specimens were soaked in
water for three periods, the uniaxial compression tests were
conducted, and the CT technique was used for scanning at
different hydration and loading stages. Based on the CT
results, the evolution characteristics of image gray variance
value in each hydration specimen and the differences of
the hydration effect on failure characteristics were quantita-
tively analyzed. In addition, the evolution of axial stress-
volumetric strain curves based on a new method was

revealed, and the deformation degree along with the speci-
men height was discussed. The conclusions drawn from this
study are as follows:

(1) The hydration specimens were scanned at three
soaking periods of 0, 20, and 60 days, and the CT
gray variance values at three soaking periods and
three statistical regions of each specimen were ana-
lyzed. The evolution results show that the water
imbibition can change the internal structure of shale,
and it has a significant influence in the early stage of
soaking. The influence degree is more evident in the
external region in the entire soaking period

(2) The water influence on shale mechanical property
was analyzed by comparing the failure characteristics
of specimens with and without hydration. The CT
results show that the outer part of the specimen with
hydration was severely damaged, and some vertical
splitting cracks occurred in the internal position of
the specimen without hydration. Those differences
indicate that the hydration treatment affects the fail-
ure mode of shale

(3) A new method based on the perimeter changing of
specimens in CT image was proposed to calculate
the lateral strain and the volumetric strain. The mor-
phologies of stress-strain curves (including the axial
strain, lateral strain, and volumetric strain) before
peak strength show that the expansion phenomena
exist before failure, and the overall evolution law is
consistent with the previous research that divided
the evolution process into four stages

(4) The values of volumetric strain from CT image at
different scanning layers were discussed in detail,
and the results reflect the differences in the expan-
sion or compression degree along with the specimen
height. To measure the strain differences along with
the specimen height as more as possible, an
improved measuring method of the lateral strain
was advised by adding another two groups (or more)
strain gauges in the conventional experiments
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